Saving a Note as a Template
To generate an entirely new template requires administrative privileges. BUT all users can create a new
template from a note, or import an existing template into a blank note, modify it, and then save it as a
new template. I think this function is quite powerful and user-friendly.
Start with a blank note – I prefer to use test patients to be sure I don't inadvertently mess something up
in a real patient's chart.

In this test patient's chart, I merged my “BDK FU general” template into a blank note (I could have
used “Copy Template” instead in this case, given that the note is mostly blank).
In this example, I am
going to add a few more
ROS questions from my
existing template. The
way this ROS template is
set up, clicking on the
blank “Presence” box
next to a symptom once
changes it to “Denies”,
clicking it again changes
it to “REPORTS”, and
clicking it again returns it
to blank.

Here is the modified ROS. A few more
symptoms have been added with the
specification of “Denies”.

In the screen above, the CAT questionnaire will be added to this template. This is set up to import only
the HPI part of this template – this was unnecessary for this CAT template, as there is no other section
included in this template, but this highlights the point that a template can be built by importing only
selected elements from other templates. “Merge Template” adds the CAT questionnaire to the build of
the new template.

The exam was
changed slightly
for the new
template.

Other changes can be made to other areas of the chart
as well. Once the template suits your purposes, click
on the arrowhead next to “Templates”, and then
choose “Save Notes As Template”.

Give the template a unique name and add it as a favorite. I would not suggests associating this with an
order set. In the right panel, I could have chosen “All Options” - it doesn't matter what I choose other
than to make sure that I include the sections that are populated. Any section that is blank in the new
template will import nothing (so long as the user chooses “Merge Template” when importing this
template in the future), but to be more precise, I selected only the populated sections of the template.
When all is set, click “OK”.

Click “Yes” to take a look at your new template.

All templates belong to the patient “T, Templates”.

This template successfully
incorporated the changes made
in the note. It has been saved in
the “Favorites” folder, and can
be imported to any future
patient visit. There are a huge
number of public templates in
the Prima CARE ECW production environment which every provider can access – and pull into a note
to create a very customized template for future use.
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